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Abstract 
 
McCormick Taylor, Inc. completed Phase III Archaeological Data Recovery investigations and 
Alternative Mitigation for the adverse effect of the S.R. 0056, Sections 008/009 Transportation 
Improvement Project, East St. Clair and West St. Clair Townships, Bedford County, 
Pennsylvania on 36BD217, the Snook Farm Site.  The project sponsors are the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation Engineering District 9-0 and the Federal Highway Administration. 
 
The project purpose for S.R. 0056, Section 008 is to improve safety at the intersection of S.R. 
0056 and S.R. 4013 (Ridge Market Road/Dunning Creek Road) by replacing the existing bridge 
over Dunning Creek with a wider structure to provide turn lanes and safer access onto S.R. 4013.  
The latter portion of this work will require cutting the landform along the northern shoulder of 
S.R.0056 east of the existing intersection to improve sight distance. 
 
Phase I Archaeological Identification Testing was conducted for the SR 0056, Section 008 and 
SR 0056, Section 009 Projects, Bedford County, Pennsylvania.  Phase II Archaeolgical 
Evaluation Investigations were conducted at 36BD217, which contained pre-contact and historic 
components.  36BD217 was determined to be eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places under Criterion D for the significant information it can provide about lifeways 
during the late Middle Archaic to Late Archaic period and the mid-nineteenth century.  36BD217 
was located directly across the road from and associated with the Snook/Slagle House; a two-
bay, two-story, banked stone house, built in the early nineteenth century, representing the early 
settlement period of this area of Bedford County.  This vernacular stone house with little or no 
architectural detailing is typical of Quaker buildings of the period.  The house was determined to 
be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
PennDOT and FHWA found that the project would have an adverse effect on 36BD217.  
Proposed mitigation for the project involved Phase III Archaeological Data Recovery 
Excavations for the historic component of 36BD217 and alternative mitigation in the form of a 
chert outcrop sourcing survey was proposed for the pre-contact component of the site.  A 
Memorandum of Agreement for the project was executed. 
 
36BD217 was a lithic workshop during the production of stone tools, probably during the late 
Middle Archaic-Late Archaic period.  During the nineteenth century, it was a Quaker farmstead 
which also probably included a small weaving industry.  The portion of the site on which data 
recovery excavations were proposed contained a trash midden that was on a slope across the road 
from the stone residence.  A total of seven test units were excavated during the data recovery, 
varying in size from 2.5x5 feet to 5x5 feet.  The test units were excavated contiguously as one 
trench through the trash midden.  During the Phase III archaeological data recovery excavations, 
753 pre-contact artifacts and 9,639 historic artifacts were recovered from 36BD217.   Natural 
chert outcrops or pre-contact quarries were not identified during the pedestrian reconnaissance 
conducted for the alternative mitigation, two small, modern quarries were located which 
contained beds of Shriver Member chert.  Petrographic analysis was undertaken to compare chert 
samples obtained from these modern quarries to a small number of artifacts from three pre-
contact Native American sites investigated for the S.R. 0056 project.  A number of Bedford 
County chert samples and artifacts were then compared to chert samples and artifacts from 

 i



 ii

Snyder County, Pennsylvania.  The mitigation conducted at 36BD217 for this project has 
provided important information on quarrying and lithic workshop production activities during 
the late Middle Archaic-Late Archaic period and life on a Quaker farmstead during the 
nineteenth century.  
 



 

X.  Data Analysis and Discussion 
 
Mitigation for the adverse effect on 36BD217 included Phase III archaeological data recovery 
excavations for the historic component and altenative mitigation measures for the pre-contact 
component. 
 

A. Pre-Contact Component 
 
The agreed-upon mitigation for the pre-contact component of 36BD217 consisted of a 
reconnaissance survey to identify local chert outcrops.  Although natural chert outcrops or pre-
contact quarries were not identified during the pedestrian reconnaissance, two small, modern 
quarries were located which contained beds of Shriver Member chert.  Petrographic analysis 
(Appendix H) was undertaken to compare chert samples obtained from these modern quarries to 
a small number of artifacts from three prehistoric Native American sites investigated for the S.R. 
0056 project.  A number of Bedford County chert samples and artifacts were then compared to 
chert samples and artifacts from Snyder County, Pennsylvania.   
 
Chestnut Ridge cherts have petrographic features consistent with the Shriver chert of 
Snyder/Union Counties, the two suites defining a class of cherts found along the axis of the 
Appalachian fold belt.  The analyzed artifacts from Chestnut Ridge sites 36BD217, 36BD264, 
and 36BD265 were probably derived locally, although the chemistry of the blind test artifact 
(sample 7738) matched the chemistry of the Snyder/Union County cherts.  A single Chestnut 
Ridge sample (FH 1.4) with extreme phosphate content provided a caveat: chemical variation in 
a single outcrop may sometimes exceed variation seen throughout an entire region.  The findings 
of this study suggest that Shriver chert from its westernmost occurrence on Chestnut Ridge can 
be chemically distinguished from outcrops and Native American quarries well to the east in 
Snyder, Union, and perhaps Northumberland Counties based on the former’s demonstrated low 
ratios of K20 to Al2O3.  This finding has important implications for the study of Native American 
population movement and trade within the Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province within 
Pennsylvania.  Population movements from west to east, or vice versa, could be indicated by 
high numbers of Shriver chert artifacts with K20/Al2O3 ratios that are anomalous for Shriver 
chert in the area where the artifacts are found.  Trade, however, could be marked by lower 
numbers of Shriver chert artifacts with K20/Al2O3 ratios that are anomalous for Shriver chert in 
the area where the artifacts are found.  Identifying any such population movement by 
geochemistry, however, would be unlikely because groups moving into an area with abundant 
Shriver chert would quickly replace their toolkit, thus making any archaeological expression of 
non-local Shriver chert use very rare.  A potentially more informative use of the variable 
geochemical signature of Shriver chert would be the identification of Shriver chert artifacts in 
areas where it does not outcrop.  In that case, population movement or trade might be confirmed 
to have originated in either the westernmost or central areas of Shriver chert occurrence within 
Pennsylvania. 
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B. Historic Component 
 
The following section addresses the three research questions that were developed for the Phase 
III investigations of the historic component of 36BD217, as presented in Eiswert et al. (2005) 
and Chapter IV of this report. 
 
1. Research Question 1 
 
Research Question 1:  Participation in the market economy, as shown by exotic, non-local goods. 
 
Since 36BD217 was an isolated site in a rural setting occupied by persons of the Quaker faith 
who were known for their plain lifestyle, it was originally hypothesized that excavations would 
reveal little to no evidence of imported goods.  As the artifacts were analyzed it was evident 
through the presence of imported glass bottles, ceramic vessels, and other exotic non-local goods 
that the residents of 36BD217 were participating in a wider market economy.  Analysis of the 
ceramics showed the utilization of local as well as imported ceramics. A total of 4,737 ceramic 
fragments were recovered from 36BD217.  Of these, 3,436 ceramic fragments (73%) could be 
attributed to local production due to ceramic type.  These types include redware and stoneware.  
In an 1850 U.S. Census of Industry, Latshaw and Stoner, potters of South Woodberry Township, 
Bedford County were noted as using red lead in their trade (Whisker 2009).  This indicated that 
redware was being produced in South Woodberry Township in 1850.  Powdered red lead was 
combined with clay, fine sand, and water to create a glaze for redware (McConnell 1999:22).  
Stoneware was produced in neighboring Huntingdon and Somerset Counties (Whisker 2009). Of 
the recovered ceramic fragments, 1,301 (27%) can be said to represent participation in a market 
economy as it is unlikely that they would have been produced in close proximity to 36BD217.  
These types include ironstone, whiteware, pearlware, indeterminate refined white earthenware, 
porcelain, bone china and yellowware.  Pearlware items were predominately produced in 
England and porcelain items were predominately produced in England and China.  Production of 
porcelain did not begin in America until the mid-nineteenth century (Brown 1982).  There is 
evidence of continuing participation in market economy throughout the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries based on the decorative patterns observed on refined ceramic types.  Early 
nineteenth century hand painted, spattered, shell edged and transfer printed designs were present, 
as were mid-nineteenth century sponged and transfer printed designs, and early twentieth century 
glazes and decal decorations (Miller 2000:12, 13).  Artifacts possessing maker’s marks 
identifiable to manufacturer or place of manufacture also provided insight into participation in 
market economy (Table 24).  Seven ceramic vessels were identifiable as to origin.  Four of these 
vessels were manufactured in England, one in Japan, one in Trenton, NJ, and one in Canonsburg, 
PA (Photographs 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, and 42).     
 
Bottle glass that could be identified as pharmaceutical provided further evidence of participation 
in market economy.  Six medicine bottles were represented in the assemblage, two of which 
could be identified as to origin through embossing (Photograph 43).  One identified the druggist 
John Gilbert and Company of Philadelphia.  The other bottle was a Dr. Jayne’s patent medicine 
bottle also of Philadelphia.  The presence of these bottles indicated that the residents of 36BD217 
were purchasing medicines, some of which were shipped from Philadelphia.  
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Table 24:  Maker’s Marks 
 

Provenience Artifact Manufacturer/ 
Location 

Date 

STP 80.1 Stratum I Ironstone jardinière J & G Meakin / 
Hanley, Staffordshire 

1851 - 2003 

TU 8 Stratum IV, TU 9 
Stratum II, TU 9 Stratum 
IV, & TU 10 Stratum IV 

Pearlware saucer Adams / Tunstall, 
England 

1795 - 1830 

TU 2 Stratum III Level 2 Pearlware fragment ? / Tunstall, England 1780 - 1840 
TU 8 Stratum II Whiteware fragment ? / England 1805 - 2003 

TU 3 Stratum I Level 1 Porcelain cup Transor Ware / Japan 1921 - 2000 
Controlled Surface 

Collection 15 
Ironstone plate William Young & 

Sons / Trenton, NJ 
1853 - 1857 

STP 111 Stratum I Ironstone plate Canonsburg Pottery 
Co / Canonsburg, PA 

1909 - 1978 

TU 14 Stratum V Level 1 Pharmaceutical bottle John Gilbert & Co / 
Philadelphia, PA 

1860 - 1900 

TU 8 Stratum II Pharmaceutical bottle Dr. Jayne’s / 
Philadelphia, PA 

1860 - 1900 

 
 

 
 

Photograph 36:  J & G Meakin maker’s mark Hanley, Staffordshire (cat# 8).
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Photograph 37:  Adams maker’s mark Tunstall, England (cat#s 76, 79, 81, and 85). 
 

 
 

Photograph 38:  Tunstall, England maker’s mark (cat# 45).
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Photograph 39:  England maker’s mark (cat# 73). 
 

 
 

Photograph 40:  Transor Ware maker’s mark Japan (cat# 47).
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Photograph 41:  William Young & Sons maker’s mark Trenton, NJ (cat# 3). 
 

 
 

Photograph 42:  Canonsburg Pottery Co maker’s mark Canonsburg, PA (cat# 34).
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Photograph 43:  Medicine bottles with embossed manufacturer (left:  John Gilbert & Co [cat# 
100] and right:  Dr. Jayne’s [cat# 73]). 
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Other architectural, domestic, and personal items found in the assemblage could also be used to 
indicate participation in market economy.  Such items include cut nails, wire nails, tools, other 
glass bottles and vessels, a stove part, pocket knives, and ammunition.  These artifacts would not 
have been produced by residents of 36BD217 and it is doubtful that they would have been made 
locally.       
 
Produce and other staples grown or made on the farm could have been used to procure goods by 
trade or barter in addition to purchasing them with money.  An 1814 newspaper advertisement 
from the Bedford True American provides a great example of just such a system:  “The 
Subscriber returns his sincere thanks to his friends and customers for past favours and at the 
same time respectfully informs them that he has again commenced the POTTING BUSINESS in 
all its various branches at his old stand near his father’s blacksmith shop in the borough of 
Bedford.  It is not deemed necessary to come out through the medium of an advertisement in 
praise of his ware as from experience he has found it will praise itself.  All kinds of country 
produce will be taken in payment for earthen ware” (Whisker 2009).  Residents of 36BD217 
could have traded fresh fruits and vegetables along with other farm products in exchange for 
goods that they could not make themselves like ceramics.    
 
Residents of 36BD217 accessed commodities through an economic network in which 
transportation routes would have played a key role.  As evidenced by maker’s marks found on 
artifacts in the assemblage, products were being purchased that had manufacturing origins in 
England, Japan, Trenton, Canonsburg, and Philadelphia.  Products from England, Japan, Trenton 
and Philadelphia were all likely shipped through Philadelphia, which was a significant gateway 
throughout the nineteenth century for products from the east and overseas.  Products from 
Canonsburg were likely shipped by way of Pittsburgh, which was a significant gateway from 
about the mid-nineteenth century for goods shipped from the west.  By 1834 the Pennsylvania 
Canal connected Pittsburgh to Philadelphia and by 1854 the Pennsylvania Railroad connected the 
two cities.  Roads and turnpikes were also important transportation routes throughout the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.       
 
The residents of 36BD217 appeared to have had access to markets where they purchased or 
traded for domestic items such as ceramic vessels, pharmaceuticals, glass bottles and vessels, and 
a cooking stove(s); architectural items such as nails and tools; personal items such as pocket 
knives; and ammunition.  Residents appeared to have preferred pearlware for their tea ware, the 
more modern ironstone for their tableware, and redware vessels for their utilitarian ware until 
they were likely replaced by glass canning jars in the latter half of the nineteenth century.  Beef 
seems to have been the preferred meat among 36BD217 residents and was raised and butchered 
on-site.  Pig remains were found to a much lesser extent and were mostly cranial, indicating that 
they were not raised and butchered on-site but were likely purchased for use in making head 
cheese, scrapple, or sausage.    
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2.  Research Question 2 
 
Research Question 2:  Possibility of differential deposition.  
 
It appeared during the excavation of the Phase I/II TUs that the depth of the midden increased 
closer to the road.  If trash was being discarded over the edge of the slope, different types of 
refuse, in varying quantities, would have been deposited differentially.  All three of the Phase II 
TUs were excavated at approximately the same distance from Ridge Market Road; it is theorized 
that additional material types and distributions would be recovered if some are excavated at other 
distances. 
 
Based on the results of the Phase I/II testing, the site appeared to contain an early mid nineteenth 
century deposit that was relatively intact and free from twentieth century disturbances.  
Unfortunately, the Phase III field and laboratory investigations indicated that, with the exception 
of the original A/Ap horizon (AC-5) identified in TUs 11-13, the deposits associated with 
Feature 1 were composed of direct fill and slopewash.  As a result, it assumed that the recovered 
artifacts were, for the most part, re-deposited from their original location as part of the land-
forming activities that took place within the area under investigation.  The cross-mending of 
ceramics in the lab confirmed the nature of the deposits.  The results of this work revealed 
several cases in which crossmends were recovered from separated analytical contexts (see 
section VIII), a good indication that the objects were deposited simultaneously.  With that in 
mind, a basic analysis of the spatial distribution of the domestic and architectural artifact classes 
was performed to reveal what discernable refuse disposal patterns were evident in the deposits at 
the Snook Farm Site (36BD217).     
 
Considering that the three southernmost TUs (11-13) were in closest proximity to the house, it 
was assumed that the zone in which they were excavated would contain the highest quantities of 
household refuse, if the site’s occupants were depositing their trash from the road onto the bank.  
While domestic artifacts represented the most common artifact class recovered from the 
36BD217, representing 48% of the historic artifact assemblage, a basic analysis of the 
distribution of these finds reflects the opposite of the hypothesized pattern, as the TUs yielding 
the highest quantities of domestic artifacts were actually located at the bottom of the slope.    
Listed in descending order, these are as follows: TU 2 (n=1181), TU 9 (n=1010), TU 10 (n=738), 
TU 11 (n=687), TU 8 (n=643), TU 1 (n=545), TU 3 (n=495), TU 12 (n=468), TU 12 (n=460), 
TU 4 (n=135), and TU 13 (n=102). Test Units 5-7, excavated on the upland to the east of 
transitional slope, all lacked historic domestic artifacts, probably due to their distance from the 
house.   Considering that the filled floodplain landform was approximately 20-25 feet from the 
edge of the road and the highest quantities of artifacts were found buried beneath the elevation of 
the water table in the rock laden soils comprising AC-7, in it is likely that some of the artifacts 
that were recovered from the filled floodplain originated in closer to the top of the slope and/or 
the house, and were re-deposited during the filling of the springbox drainage during the twentieth 
century.   
 
The distribution of architectural artifacts, the second-most common class of artifacts recovered 
(representing 35% of the Phase III historic assemblage) were found to be generally similar to that 
of the domestic artifacts, with the highest quantity of finds located within the area of the filled 
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floodplain.  In descending order, these included TU 9 (n=912), TU 10 (n=801), TU 2 (n=684) 
and TU 14 (n=528), which were excavated within the filled floodplain.  Architectural densities 
were found to decrease in the TUs excavated upslope (towards the south) on the upland 
topographic setting, with TU 11-13 yielding 336, 356, and 175 architectural finds, respectively.  
With the exception of TU 3 (n=192) and 4 (n=125), the TUs excavated to the east of Feature 1 
contained much lower densities, as TUs 5-7 combined produced a total of four architectural 
finds.  The majority of the architectural finds were recovered from AC-5 (n=1600) and AC-4 
(n=1450), which are likely the result of activities associated with Feature 2, the circular area of 
burned earth and ash discovered in TUs 2 and 8 at the base of AC-5.  The high architectural 
artifact densities appear to be the result of their association with Feature 2, a circular area of 
scorched earth and ash probably associated with the burning of structural debris from the 
property in the early to mid twentieth century.   
 
In summary, the results of the Phase III excavations indicated that the depth of the midden 
deposit (Feature 1) did not thicken towards the road, as originally anticipated.  Rather, the 
Feature 1 artifact distribution exhibited the opposite patterning, with the highest quantities or 
artifacts located at the base of the slope within the filled drainage.  Although the modern 
twentieth century overburden (AC-1) was not screened in TUs 12 and 13, these units, excavated 
at the top of the slope, contained considerably fewer artifacts than those at the bottom (Table 3).  
The distribution of the artifacts was more influenced by other undertakings, such as 
improvements to Ridge Market Road and the filling the springbox drainage in the twentieth 
century, rather than the direct discard of household refuse by the site’s occupants.  Feature 1 is 
contained within the most narrow, confined swath of land along the northern shoulder of Ridge 
Market Road.  It is conceivable that this area was filled to extend the Ridge Market Road fill 
slope in order to preventing the erosion of the road shoulder.  Subsequent to the deposition of the 
fill in the drainage channel, it appears that the landform functioned as a trash burning area in the 
twentieth century. 
 
3.  Research Question 3 
 
Research Question 3: Compare and contrast the data recovered from this site with other 
farmsteads in the region (i.e. the Livengood Site (36SO219), the Shaeffer Farm Site (36AR410), 
the Cunningham Farm Site (36IN332), as well as any other appropriate sites with respect to 
class, ethnicity, and economic activity.  
 
The artifact assemblage from 36BD217 was compared to assemblages from three other 
farmsteads in western Pennsylvania, 36SO219 (the Livengood Site), 36AR410 (the Shaeffer 
Farm Site), 36IN332 (the Cunningham Farm Site), and one Quaker site from eastern 
Pennsylvania, 36CH732 (the Hoopes House Site) in an attempt to identify similarities or 
differences between the sites with respect to class, ethnicity, and economic activity.  36SO219 
was occupied by successive generations of a Pennsylvania-German family during the nineteenth 
century (Zeigler et al 1998:14-16).  36AR410 was occupied by two generations of a 
Pennsylvania-German family during the first half of the nineteenth century.  In 1864 the property 
was sold and was likely occupied by tenants from that point on (Bedell et al 1993:4, 5).  36IN332 
was occupied by two related households during the nineteenth century who were likely of 
Scotch-Irish or English decent (Coppock et al 1994:32, 33).  None of the reports for these three 
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sites discussed the artifact assemblage as it pertained to individual proveniences in depth.  For 
the purpose of comparison here, artifact assemblages from these sites will therefore be discussed 
in their cross-site totality.  36CH732 was occupied by successive generations of two different 
Quaker families from the early eighteenth century to the early twentieth century.  Since then it 
has been owned by three separate families to present date (Bailey et al 2004:21-29).  Only 
artifacts from occupation periods contemporaneous with 36BD217 are used in the comparison 
which includes the periods that the authors identified as Late I (ca. 1805-1852), Late II (1852-ca. 
1930), and Modern (ca. 1930-present).  No comparisons between any of the sites in regards to 
ethnicity could be drawn from the artifacts.  Interpretations of class and economic activity, as 
based upon the artifact assemblages, focused on the ceramics and faunal remains from these 
sites.  Observations regarding similarities and differences between 36BD217, 36SO219, 
36AR410, 36IN332, and 36CH732 were made based upon the ceramics and faunal remains from 
the artifact assemblage at each of these sites. 
 
a. 36SO219 
 
36SO219 contained fragments of whiteware, ironstone, pearlware, porcelain, creamware, 
fiestaware, redware, stoneware and earthenware.  MVC counts demonstrated a predominance of 
whiteware vessels; 101 vessels were present while ironstone was represented by an MVC of only 
30, pearlware had an MVC of 17, porcelain an MVC of 4, creamware had an MVC of 3 and 
fiestaware an MVC of 2 (Zeigler et al 1998:14-50 Table 14.5).  MVCs for utilitarian wares were 
only done for features 1, 3 and 19 and were not site-wide.  MVCs from these features included 4 
stoneware vessels, 3 redware vessels, and 2 earthenware vessels (Zeigler et al 1998:14-46).  
Decorations present on whiteware were edge decorated (MVC=27), plain (MVC=26), painted 
(MVC=19), sponge and/or spattered (MVC=13), transfer printed (MVC=11), decal (MVC=3), 
and transfer printed and painted (MVC=2) (Zeigler et al 1998:14-51 Table 14.6).  Ironstone 
vessels included plain (MVC=16), transfer printed (MVC=5), edge decorated (MVC=3), painted 
(MVC=3), sponge and/or spattered (MVC=1), decal (MVC=1), and transfer printed and painted 
(MVC=1) (Zeigler et al 1998:14-51 Table 14.7).  MVCs were not calculated by decoration type 
for other refined ceramics but decoration types for creamware included feather edge, and for 
pearlware-shell edged, transfer printed, and painted (Zeigler et al 1998:14-47,48).  Vessel types 
included for refined ceramics:  two basins, 12 bowls, ten cups, 29 shallow vessels, 14 
hollowware vessels, 13 plates, one platter, 15 saucers, and five indeterminate vessels (Zeigler et 
al 1998:14-50 Table 14.5), and for utilitarian wares (partial count):  four jars, one butter pot, and 
four jars/ butter pots (Zeigler et al 1998:14-46).  Preference for whiteware was evident in both 
tea ware (MVC=25) and tableware (MVC=26).   
 
Unlike the residents of 36BD217, residents of 36SO219 were using the most inexpensive 
ceramics.  Residents of 36BD217 seemed to prefer ironstone for their dinner ware, a more 
expensive ceramic type at the time.  Through the partial MVC that was performed for 36SO219 
utilitarian ware, it appears that redware and stoneware were utilized equally by the residents 
indicating that they began to purchase stoneware in the mid-nineteenth century when it came into 
greater use.  Redware, however, was the utilitarian ware of choice at 36BD217 until it was likely 
replaced by glass canning jars.         
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Identifiable maker’s marks were found on 11 ceramic fragments at 36SO219.  These vessels 
were manufactured in England (n=5), Ohio (n=2), West Virginia (n=1), Baltimore, MD (n=1), 
Indiana (n=1), and New Jersey (n=1) (Zeigler et al 1998:14-48, 14-49).  Seven ceramic 
fragments from 36BD217 possessed maker’s marks identifiable to place of manufacture.  Some 
comparisons can be made between the maker’s marks present at these two sites.  Both sites had 
access to goods that were likely imported through both Philadelphia (goods from overseas) and 
Pittsburgh (goods from the west).  An identical maker’s mark was identified on ceramics found 
at both sites.  The mark was that of J & G Meakin of Hanley, Staffordshire.  One notable 
difference between the sites was an ironstone fragment with a mark identified as being produced 
by Edwin Bennett Pottery Company in Baltimore, MD.  No Baltimore maker’s marks were 
found at 36BD217 despite its closer proximity to the city. 
 
The faunal assemblage consisted of 1,570 bone fragments at 36SO219.  The majority of these 
were pig (Number of Identified Specimens [NISP]=215) and cow (NISP=112) which were 
represented by virtually every body part.  Other species, in much smaller quantities, included 
sheep/goat, horse, cat, deer, raccoon, woodchuck, rabbit, chicken, turkey, and turtle.  There was 
evidence of butchery on 406 bones (Zeigler et al 1998:14-55).  Faunal remains were more 
abundant at 36SO219 than at 36BD217, but on-site butchery of raised livestock was apparent for 
both sites through the presence of nearly total cow skeletal remains at both sites and nearly total 
pig skeletal remains at 36SO219.  It should also be noted that the consumption of pig was more 
prevalent at 36SO219 than at 36BD217.  Also of note is the absence of sheep/goat at 36BD217. 
 
b. 36AR410 
 
36AR410 contained fragments of whiteware, ironstone, pearlware, porcelain, redware, stoneware 
and yellowware.  An MVC of 65 whiteware vessels were present at the site.  Vessel types and 
decoration included:  plates:  painted (MVC=1), shell edge (MVC=14); saucers:  painted 
(MVC=4), sponge (MVC=1); shallow vessels:  transfer printed (MVC=3), painted (MVC=2), 
shell edge (MVC=2), sponge (MVC=1); hollowware:  painted (MVC=2), sponge (MVC=2), 
annular (MVC=4), plain (MVC=4); cup:  painted (MVC=8), sponge (MVC=1), annular 
(MVC=1); bowl:  painted (MVC=1), sponge (MVC=1); and indeterminate vessels:  painted 
(MVC=11), annular (MVC=1), plain (MVC=1).   An MVC of 29 pearlware vessels were present 
at the site.  Vessel types and decoration included:  plates:  shell edge (MVC=5); shallow vessels:  
transfer printed (MVC=1), painted (MVC=1), shell edge (MVC=2), plain (MVC=2); 
hollowware: painted (MVC=7), annular (MVC=1), plain (MVC=1); cup: painted (MVC=4); 
bowl: painted (MVC=2); chamber pot:  plain (MVC=1); and indeterminate vessels: painted 
(MVC=3) (Bedell et al 1993:42 Table 2).  Other vessels made from the following material types 
were present: ironstone (MVC=71), porcelain (MVC=3), stoneware (MVC=17), and redware 
(MVC=28) (Bedell et al 1993:44).  Since detailed MVC information was not available for all 
ceramic types it is not possible to speculate which ceramic types were preferred for tea ware or 
tableware.  However, as with 36BD217, redware appears to have been the utilitarian ware of 
choice for residents of 36AR410.   
 
Identifiable maker’s marks were found on six ironstone fragments from 36AR410.  These vessels 
were manufactured in England (n=2), Germany (n=2), and Ohio (n=2) (Bedell et al 1993:70).  
As at 36BD217, the residents of 36AR410 likely had access to goods that were imported through 
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Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.  An interesting difference between the sites is the presence of 
German manufactured ironstone at 36AR410.     
 
The faunal remains consisted of 720 bone fragments.  The majority of these were pig 
(NISP=336, MNI=10).  Also present were cow (NISP=38, MNI=3), bird (NISP=14, MNI=5), 
sheep/goat (NISP=2, MNI=2), as well as woodchuck, rabbit, rodent, and other unidentifiable 
bones.  Evidence of butchery was documented for 184 bones.  Faunal remains were more 
abundant at 36AR410 than at 36BD217 (Bedell et al 1993:49, Appendix C).  On-site butchery of 
pigs was apparent at 36AR410 as evidenced by nearly complete skeletal remains.  Consumption 
of pig was much more prevalent at 36AR410 than at 36BD217.  The small range of cow skeletal 
remains found at 36AR410 may indicate that cuts of beef were being purchased rather than 
raised on-site.  In contrast, nearly complete skeletal remains for cow were represented at 
36BD217.  Sheep/goat are also notably absent at 36BD217.       
 
c. 36IN332 
 
36IN332 contained fragments of whiteware, ironstone, pearlware, porcelain, semi-porcelain, 
earthenware, stoneware, redware, and yellowware.  MVCs were not done for utilitarian vessels.  
MVCs for refined wares were not listed by decoration type.  They include:  pearlware:  cup 
(MVC=1), saucer (MVC=1), plate (MVC=8); whiteware: cup (MVC=1), bowl (MVC=3), plate 
(MVC=33); ironstone: cup (MVC=94), saucer (MVC=6), bowl (MVC=39), plate (MVC=157), 
sugar bowl (MVC=2); semi-porcelain: cup (MVC=2), saucer (MVC=2), bowl (MVC=3), plate 
(MVC=18), pitcher (MVC=1); porcelain: cup (MVC=6), bowl (MVC=5), plate (MVC=3), and 
coffee lid (MVC=1) (Coppock et al 1994:101 Table 4.6).  The MVCs for 36IN332 indicate that 
ironstone vessels were preferred for both tea ware (MVC=102) and tableware (MVC=196), 
however, these MVC values are inflated.  It is noted in the report that “undecorated pieces of 
white bodied earthenware (whiteware or ironstone) that did not cross-mend were also considered 
to be individual vessels” (Coppock et al 1994:100).  In light of this information it is difficult to 
determine the true preferences for ceramic type or to make any meaningful comparisons to 
36BD217.  
 
Identifiable maker’s marks were discovered on 11 ceramic fragments from 36IN332.  All of 
these maker’s marks dated to the twentieth century and were manufactured within the United 
States.  Manufacture locations included Pennsylvania (n=5) and Ohio (n=6) (Coppock et al 
1994:104).  One of the maker’s marks, Canonsburg Pottery Co Canonsburg, PA, was identified 
on a ceramic vessel at 36BD217 as well.  Ceramics with identifiable maker’s marks found at 
36IN332 appear to have been obtained locally or by way of Pittsburgh.  Without the presence of 
nineteenth century maker’s marks, however, it is difficult to make meaningful inferences about 
participation in market economy.      
 
Faunal remains consisted of 102 bone fragments.  Species included:  pig (NISP=25, MNI=2), 
cow (NISP=12, MNI=1), and chicken (NISP=3, MNI=1).  Also included were rabbit, opossum, 
raccoon, skunk, bob cat and other unidentifiable bones.  There was evidence of butchery on 32 
bones identifiable as domestic species (Coppock et al 1994:122-124 Table 4.8).  Faunal remains 
were less abundant at 36IN332 than at 36BD217, but on-site butchery of raised livestock was 
apparent for both sites.  Evidence of butchery methods including saw, axe and knife marks were 
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found on domestic species at both sites.  Both sites exhibited a higher occurrence of sawn bones 
than cut or chopped bones (Coppock et al 1994:123, 124 Table 4.8).  Pig and cow remains from 
36BD217 (MNI=2 pig, 3 cow) were most comparable to those found at 36IN332 (MNI=2 pig, 1 
cow).    
 
d. 36CH732 
 
Data from ceramic MVC counts and faunal analyses from 36BD217 were compared with those 
from the Hoopes House Site, 36CH732, a Quaker farmstead in Chester County which was 
occupied from circa 1730 to present date (Bailey et al 2004:i, 51).  Only artifacts from 
occupation periods contemporaneous with 36BD217 are used in this comparison which includes 
the periods that the authors identified as Late I (ca. 1805-1852), Late II (1852-ca. 1930), and 
Modern (ca. 1930-present).  Some interesting observations can be made from the different 
redware vessel types that were found at each site.  Redware was manufactured from the 
seventeenth century up through the nineteenth century until its popularity began to decline 
between the mid to late nineteenth century (Ketchum 2000:10).  Redware vessels from 36CH732 
had a MVC of 41, 12 of which could be identifiable as tableware.  Over one third (39%) of the 
tableware vessels were made from locally acquired redware (Bailey et al 2004:75).  In contrast, 
all of the redware vessels (MVC=22) from 36BD217 were identifiable as utilitarian ware 
indicating that locally acquired redware was not used as tableware; rather exotic refined white 
earthenwares were acquired and used for this purpose.  One refined white earthenware type 
which was present at both sites with a comparable MVC was pearlware for which production 
began in the late eighteenth century and ended in 1840 (Brown 1982:17).  36BD217 had a MVC 
for pearlware of 19 and 36CH732 had a MVC of 25.  Pearlware seems to have been the preferred 
ceramic type for tea ware at both site with a MVC of eight at 36BD217 and a MVC of six at 
36CH732 (Bailey et al 2004:75).   
 
Another type of refined white earthenware for which the MVC was disproportionate between the 
two sites was ironstone which was developed in 1813 but did not come into wide use until the 
1840s (Miller 2000:10).  Ironstone vessels from 36BD217 (MVC=20) accounted for 24% of the 
total MVC, second only to redware, and were the preferred ceramic type for tableware.  Only 
one ironstone vessel was recorded at 36CH732 (Bailey et al 2004:75).  No ceramic maker’s 
marks were discussed for these occupation periods of the site.   
 
Faunal remains at 36CH723 included those identified as domestic species which consisted of 
cow (Minimum Number of Individuals [MNI]=1), pig (MNI=2), sheep or goat (MNI=2), sheep 
(MNI=1), and chicken (MNI=1) (Bailey et al 2004:73).  Excavations at 36BD217 uncovered cow 
(MNI=3), pig (MNI=2), and chicken (MNI=1).  There is a notable absence of sheep and goat 
remains at 36BD217.  Both sites had comparable numbers of chicken and pig individuals, 
however, at 36BD217 the pig remains consisted mostly of cranial remains which indicated that 
they may have been purchased for making head cheese, scrapple, or sausage.  Bailey et al 
surmised that “elements of limited food value indicate on-site butchering of animals” (2004:73).  
It could be speculated that in regards to ceramic vessels and faunal remains, despite their 
somewhat isolated rural setting, residents of 36BD217 participated more in a wider market 
economy than did residents of 36CH732.  Residents of 36CH732 presumably would have had 
greater access to market economy given their location in southeastern Pennsylvania, however; it 
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appears that they relied more on the use of locally obtained goods as evidenced by the high 
percentage of redware used as tableware and they subsisted on their own domestic animals which 
were butchered on-site.  They were also perhaps more frugal than 36BD217 residents and may 
have continued to use older pearlware vessels rather than purchasing more modern ironstone 
ones.  The comparison with 36CH732 further adds to the evidence that 36BD217 residents had 
access to and participated in a market economy whereby they obtained exotic non-local goods. 
 
e. Summary 
 
As a whole, comparison of these five sites indicates that preference for ceramic types varied 
greatly by site.  Like residents of 36BD217, residents of 36CH732 seemed to prefer pearlware 
for their tea ware whereas residents of 36SO219 preferred whiteware.  Whiteware was also the 
preferred tableware for 36SO219 residents while residents of 36BD217 preferred ironstone and 
residents of 36CH732 preferred pearlware.  The preference for pearlware may indicate that the 
residents were frugal and held on to older vessels.  A preference for more modern ironstone may 
indicate that the residents had ready access and the financial means to update their ceramics.  
Tableware at 36CH732 was also made up of 1/3 redware which would have been cheap and 
locally available.  Maker’s marks indicated that residents of 36BD217, 36SO219, 36AR410, and 
36IN332 all obtained vessels from the west including Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia, and 
Canonsburg.  36BD217, 36SO219, and 36AR410 all had ceramic vessels with maker’s marks 
indicating that goods were obtained from England, likely via Philadelphia.  36BD217 and 
36SO219 both had maker’s marks from New Jersey but 36SO219 also had a maker’s mark from 
Baltimore, MD.  The absence of Baltimore maker’s marks at 36BD217 is notable given its closer 
proximity to the city.  Residents of all sites appear to have participated in a wider market 
economy with residents of 36IN332 and 36CH732 to a lesser extent.   
         
Also of note is the prevalence of pig remains over cow at all sites except 36BD217.  Raising and 
butchering of pigs on-site was apparently common at other contemporaneous sites.  The presence 
of sheep/goat remains at 36BD217 and 36IN332 was noticeably absent as well.  All sites had 
evidence of on-site butchery of domestic animals, however, at 36AR410 it appears that only pigs 
were being butchered and pre-butchered cow parts were being purchased.  Similarly at 36BD217 
there was evidence that cow were butchered on-site but that pre-butchered pig parts were being 
purchased.  Perhaps residents of 36BD217 and 36AR410 were not as involved in large scale 
farming as at the other sites. 
 
4. Underground Railroad 
 
In Bedford County, African-Americans, dedicated abolitionists, and members of the Society of 
Friends played prominent roles in the operation of the Underground Railroad. The town of 
Bedford became an important link in the Underground Railroad along the Pennsylvania-
Maryland border.  Bedford County was strategically located along the border with Maryland, 
through which many escaping slaves were compelled to travel through.  In St. Clair Township 
the Underground Railroad was supported to a great extent through members of the Quaker 
religion. 
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Amos Penrose and his family lived on the property which was to become 36BD217 from 1816 
until after the Civil War. Although no evidence of the Underground Railroad was identified at 
36BD217, it appears that another archaeological site associated with the property identified 
during the Phase I testing may have been associated with the Underground Railroad.  
Background research indicates that the Snook Farm property was used as a stop on the 
Underground Railroad during the Penrose occupation of the property.  Background research 
indicates that Amos, Samuel, William, and Josiah Penrose were active participants in the 
Underground Railroad.  Amos Penrose's grandson, Joseph, who was born circa 1846, recalls 
interacting with runaway slaves who were being hidden on the property around 1849.  In a 
January 29, 1904 letter, he describes providing the slaves with meals and conversing with them.  
He describes the location on the hiding place as "a lonely place in the rocks" (Appendix D).  It is 
plausible that 36BD265 is the location where the slaves were hidden.  The site is located on a 
relatively flat bench on an otherwise steep hillside.  The soils in this area are mapped as 
Dystochrepts-rock outcrop complex, and the area is strewn with boulders.  The area is located in 
the woods upslope and immediately behind the main residence, where it would have been fairly 
convenient to sneak food to slaves that were hiding in the area.  In addition, the late 
eighteenth/early nineteenth century domestic artifacts found in this area seem to have no other 
reason to be deposited here, and appeared to be an anomaly when they were first recovered in the 
field.  The area is above the residence on a slope and is not near any area of known activities on 
the site.  It is in an implausible location for a dump or midden.  Artifacts included redware, 
stoneware, and pearlware ceramics, a clay pipe bowl, and faunal fragments.  The artifact 
assemblage is small, which could be another indication that the spot was a location used 
ephemerally for a few days at a time.  
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XI.  Summary and Conclusions 
 
This report details the results of the historic Phase III Archaeological Data Recovery of the 
36BD217 and the chert sourcing study performed as alternative mitigation for the pre-contact 
component of the site.  This work was undertaken for the proposed S.R. 0056, Section 008 
Transportation Improvement Project, West St. Clair Township, Bedford County Pennsylvania.  
 
Data Recovery investigations for the historic component of the site involved the hand excavation 
of seven TUs (8-14).  Test Units 8-13 and TU 2 (excavated during the Phase II), were aligned to 
form a 30 foot long trench connecting the upland and floodplain landforms associated with 
Dunning Creek.  Test Unit 14 was excavated adjacent to TU 8 to further investigate the deposits 
in that location. This work, combined with the Phase I/II testing, resulted in the hand excavation 
of five 5x5, four 3x3, two 3x5, one 2.5x5, and one 4.5x5 foot TUs and 21 STPs within the site 
boundaries.  This was the equivalent of approximately 282.7 square feet of surface area.  Two 
features, a trash midden and a probable burn barrel ring, were identified during the Phase I-III 
investigations.  36BD217 yielded a total of 14,136 historic artifacts, 9639 of which were 
recovered during the Data Recovery. 
 
The results of the background research indicated that the property containing 36BD217 was 
settled by the Penrose family, and it later became known as the Snook/Slagle Property in the 
early twentieth century.  The Penrose occupation of the property can be traced to 1816 when 
William Clark sold Amos Penrose 37 acres in St. Clair Township for $75.00 (Bedford County 
Deed Book K: 553).  The tract purchased by Amos Penrose in 1816 was bounded by land of 
Thomas Penrose, father of Amos.  Just one extant building, the two-bay, two-story, banked stone 
house was found to be associated with the site at the time of the archaeological investigations.  
This vernacular stone house with little or no architectural detailing is typical of Quaker buildings 
of the period.  No records have been obtained to establish the date of construction of the stone 
house on the site, although it is assumed that it was built in the early nineteenth century, around 
the time Amos Penrose acquired the property.   
 
At the time of the Phase III work, two non-extant structural features were found to be associated 
with the stone house.  These included the remains of a small spring house that was located on the 
bank across Ridge Market Road from the house, and the stone foundation of a 20x50 foot 
outbuilding that lay approximately 200 feet to the east of the house along the northern shoulder 
of Ridge Market Road.  It was originally assumed that the 20x50 foot foundation was a small 
barn built by Amos Penrose that functioned as an animal shelter and possibly for feed storage.  
This structure is visibly extant on the 1939 aerial photograph of the property, as well as the later 
1958 and 1967 aerials.  In these photographs, a somewhat larger building is situated just to the 
east of the 20x50 outbuilding foundation.  Both of these buildings fell outside of the 
archaeological APE.   
 
It appears that these non-extant buildings associated with the property were probably part of a 
small rural Quaker industrial complex, that included a gristmill, sawmill, and blacksmith shop. 
The 1861 map of the property depicts the buildings associated with this complex.  The two 
buildings that lay to the east of house appear to correspond to the location of a sawmill, while a 
gristmill and blacksmith shop are both mapped to the south of the road in proximity to the stone 
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dwelling. (The locations of the gristmill and blacksmith shop both fell outside the archaeological 
APE and were not investigated as part of the project.)  It appears that the sawmill was powered 
by water. The likely location of its head and tailraces appear to be visible in the 1939 aerial 
photograph of the property.  In addition, the drainage associated with the spring house appeared 
to confluence with the head race just to the northwest of the sawmill location, indicating that it 
too, may have contributed water power to it.   
 
The historic archaeological investigations were focused on the bank/slope landform that lay 
across Ridge Market Road from the house.  This landform connects the upland and floodplain 
topographic setting along Dunning Creek.  The spring box drainage roughly delineates the 
bottom of this slope.  The geomorphological assessment of the landform undertaken during the 
Phase II investigations indicated that it was composed of re-deposited fill soils.  No natural soil 
horizons were identified in the soil profile for TUs 1 and 2, which were excavated near the toe of 
the slope.  The Phase III investigations confirmed that the upland landform adjacent to Ridge 
Market Road directly to the south of TUs 1 and 2 was also disturbed.  This area appears to have 
been graded as part of the maintenance or shoulder widening to Ridge Market Road. As a result 
of this work, it appears that the deposits originally at the top of the slope were pushed towards 
the bottom.  The massive deposit of boulders and rocks encountered near the upland/floodplain 
interface are likely a result of these activities.  The cross-mending of historic ceramics in the lab 
confirmed the nature of the deposits.  The results of this work revealed several cases in which 
crossmends were recovered from vertically separated soil horizons, a good indication that the 
objects were deposited simultaneously.   
    
Because 36BD217 was located in a relatively rural setting and originally occupied by Quakers, it 
was hypothesized that the artifacts associated with the site’s occupants would be relatively plain 
and manufactured locally.  In terms of utilitarian ceramics such as redware and stoneware, which 
represented approximately 73% of the historic ceramic assemblage, this appeared to be the case.  
Redware was produced locally in nearby South Woodberry Township while stoneware potteries 
were located in adjacent Huntingdon and Somerset Counties.  Conversely, the refined ceramics 
such as ironstone, whiteware, pearlware, porcelain, bone china and yellowware, which 
represented 27% of the assemblage, were imported from England and China.  Seven ceramic 
vessels were identifiable as to origin.  Four of these vessels were manufactured in England, one 
in Japan, one in Trenton, NJ, and one in Canonsburg, PA.  Pharmaceutical bottle glass provided 
further evidence of participation in market economy.  Of the six medicine bottles represented in 
the assemblage, two were identifiable, and both originated from Philadelphia.  Other 
architectural, domestic, and personal items found in the assemblage could also be used to 
indicate participation in market economy.  Such items include cut nails, wire nails, tools, other 
glass bottles and vessels, a stove part, pocket knives, and ammunition.  These artifacts would not 
have been produced by residents of 36BD217 and it is doubtful that they would have been made 
locally.  Although Amos Penrose’s estate inventory indicates that someone in his household was 
a weaver (he is listed with a loom and tackling, hand cards, sheep skins, and a big wheel and 
reel), no artifacts directly associated with the weaving trade were found.      
 
The artifact assemblage from 36BD217 was compared to assemblages from three other 
farmsteads in western Pennsylvania, 36SO219 (the Livengood Site), 36AR410 (the Shaeffer 
Farm Site), 36IN332 (the Cunningham Farm Site), and one Quaker site from eastern 
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Pennsylvania, 36CH732 (the Hoopes House Site) in an attempt to identify similarities or 
differences between the sites with respect to class, ethnicity, and economic activity.  As a whole, 
comparison of these five sites indicates that preference for ceramic types varied greatly by site.  
Like residents of 36BD217, residents of 36CH732 seemed to prefer pearlware for their tea ware 
whereas residents of 36SO219 preferred whiteware.  Whiteware was also the preferred tableware 
for 36SO219 residents while residents of 36BD217 preferred ironstone and residents of 
36CH732 preferred pearlware.  The preference for pearlware may indicate that the residents were 
frugal and held on to older vessels.  A preference for more modern ironstone may indicate that 
the residents had ready access and the financial means to update their ceramics.  Tableware at 
36CH732 was also made up of 1/3 redware which would have been cheap and locally available.  
Maker’s marks indicated that residents of 36BD217, 36SO219, 36AR410, and 36IN332 all 
obtained vessels from the west including Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia, and Canonsburg.  
36BD217, 36SO219, and 36AR410 all had ceramic vessels with maker’s marks indicating that 
goods were obtained from England, likely via Philadelphia.  36BD217 and 36SO219 both had 
maker’s marks from New Jersey but 36SO219 also had a maker’s mark from Baltimore, MD.  
The absence of Baltimore maker’s marks at 36BD217 is notable given its closer proximity to the 
city.  Residents of all sites appear to have participated in a wider market economy with residents 
of 36IN332 and 36CH732 to a lesser extent.   
 
During the Phase III excavations, an additional 753 pre-contact artifacts were recovered.  In 
total, 2758 pre-contact artifacts were recovered during the Phase I-III excavations at the site.  
The pre-contact component of the site is interpreted as a lithic workshop for the production of 
stone tools.  This is a similar function to the two nearby sites, 36BD265 and 36BD264, which 
were also discovered by McCormick Taylor Inc. during the S.R. 0056 work.  Based primarily on 
the analysis of debitage, the archaeological evidence suggests that flake blanks and/or partially 
trimmed blocks of gray chert were brought to the site for further reduction into bifaces, an 
interpretation supported by the relatively low numbers of biface reduction flakes in the smallest 
class sizes and the few recovered examples of early and middle stage bifaces.  In terms of other 
lithic materials, it appears that early stage bifaces and possibly flake blanks of jasper from 
sources as far away as the State College area were brought to the site.  The distribution of jasper 
debitage in larger size classes suggests that the objective pieces were on average no smaller than 
those of the locally available gray chert.  This finding is unexpected given the distance to more 
well known sources of this material.  Recent work by Vish (2003) and Fritz (2003), however, 
suggest that closer jasper sources are a distinct possibility, which may account for the larger size 
of jasper bifaces recovered from 36BD217.  Rhyolite, oolitic chert, and other high-quality chert 
debitage is also present, and both the size and type of debitage suggest they are from finished 
tools.  The majority of finished tools recovered from 36BD217 are retouched flakes of gray 
chert.  These probably represent expedient tool manufacture for cutting, scraping, and planing 
tasks undertaken at the site.  As at 36BD265 and 36BD264, the discard of tools at the end of 
their use-life does not appear to have been a frequent occurrence at the site.  Some reuse of the 
site is indicated by the “scavenged” early reduction flakes that were retouched after a patina had 
developed.  Evidence for a greater variety of activities at Snook Farm compared to 36BD265 and 
36BD264 is probably due to the more favorable environmental setting overlooking the floodplain 
of Dunning Creek. 
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Because it was assumed that additional excavations focusing on the pre-contact component of 
36BD217 would yield redundant data, the project-related effects to the NRHP-eligible pre-
contact component at 36BD217 were mitigated through pedestrian reconnaissance of the 
northern end of Chestnut Ridge to locate chert outcrops and/or quarries that would have provided 
lithic raw material for pre-contact groups in the local area.  Although no natural chert outcrops or 
pre-contact quarries were identified during the pedestrian reconnaissance, two small, modern 
quarries were located which contained beds of Shriver Member chert.  Petrographic analysis 
(Wilson 2003) was undertaken to compare chert samples obtained from these modern quarries to 
a small number of artifacts from three pre-contact Native American sites investigated for the S.R. 
0056 project.  A number of Bedford County chert samples and artifacts were then compared to 
chert samples and artifacts from Snyder County, Pennsylvania.   
 
The results of the study indicate that Chestnut Ridge cherts have petrographic features consistent 
with the Shriver chert of Snyder/Union Counties, the two suites defining a class of cherts found 
along the axis of the Appalachian fold belt.  The analyzed artifacts from Chestnut Ridge sites 
36BD217, 36BD264, and 36BD265 were probably derived locally, although the chemistry of the 
blind test artifact (sample 7738) matched the chemistry of the Snyder/Union County cherts.  A 
single Chestnut Ridge sample (FH 1.4) with extreme phosphate content provided a caveat: 
chemical variation in a single outcrop may sometimes exceed variation seen throughout an entire 
region.  The findings of this study suggest that Shriver chert from its westernmost occurrence on 
Chestnut Ridge can be chemically distinguished from outcrops and Native American quarries 
well to the east in Snyder, Union, and perhaps Northumberland Counties based on the former’s 
demonstrated low ratios of K20 to Al2O3.  This finding has important implications for the study 
of Native American population movement and trade within the Ridge and Valley Physiographic 
Province within Pennsylvania.  Population movements from west to east, or vice versa, could be 
indicated by high numbers of Shriver chert artifacts with K20/Al2O3 ratios that are anomalous for 
Shriver chert in the area where the artifacts are found.  Trade, however, could be marked by 
lower numbers of Shriver chert artifacts with K20/Al2O3 ratios that are anomalous for Shriver 
chert in the area where the artifacts are found.  Identifying any such population movement by 
geochemistry, however, would be unlikely because groups moving into an area with abundant 
Shriver chert would quickly replace their toolkit, thus making any archaeological expression of 
non-local Shriver chert use very rare.  A potentially more informative use of the variable 
geochemical signature of Shriver chert would be the identification of Shriver chert artifacts in 
areas where it does not outcrop.  In that case, population movement or trade might be confirmed 
to have originated in either the westernmost or central areas of Shriver chert occurrence within 
Pennsylvania. 
 
The Report Summary Form is contained in Appendix I. 
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